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Various interfaces

CL5200N-HS
Anyshop Scale

Anytime!  Anywhere!  Anyplace!  Anyshop Scale
Due to its reliable stainless steel body, CL5200N-HS is specialized in hygiene and maintenance. Equipped with a large full-size 
graphic display, users can accurately check the results, and a cartridge-type label makes it easy for anyone to replace the paper. 
Also, with its USB interface, product maintenance becomes much easier than before.

Powerful network systems can be built up through 
various interfaces which include USB, RS-232C, 
RJ11, and Ethernet. Also, data backup, recovery, and 
firmware updates are available via USB memory.

flexible Plu keyslarGe MeMory

10,000 PLUs and 1,000 ingredients can be stored.
Up to 144 products can be registered in the PLU keys. 
Also, it can be used as function keys by assigning 
frequently used functions.

HyGienic body

larGe disPlay

Large display can accurately display the 
weight and price.

PaPer cartridGe

Paper cartridge supports quick and easy 
replacement of new label roll.

The body is made of stainless steel, so it 
is more hygienic.
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CL5200N-HS Anyshop Scale

SpeCifiCAtioNS DimeNSioNS

CL5200N SerieS

Model cl5200n-Hs

 Max. capacity(kg) 3/6 6/15 15/30

readability(g) 1/2 2/5 5/10

external resolution 1/3,000 (dual interval)

 display type Graphic lcd (208 x 48)

 Printing speed Max. 100 mm/sec

Printer resolution 202 dpi

 label size (mm) Width: 40-60, Height: 30-200

 Power ac 100-240V, 50/60Hz

 operating temperature -10˚c - +40˚c

Platter size (mm) 357(W) x 289(d)
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cl5200n-Hs supports 45 basic formats, and 
users can design additional 20 labels through 
cl-Works Pro.

> Label formats > Barcode

almost every conventional 
barcode types are available.
 - uPc, ean13, i20f5,
    code128, code39, code93
    codabar, Gs1 databar, 
    Qr code, etc.

CL Series management Software: CL-Works pro

> pLU editor
* Modify Plus and product information
* allows Plus management by excel 

> Label editor
* 20 modifiable label formats
* easy downloading of label formats

> Keypad editor
* easy to setup and download
* Print actual size layout of keypad

cl-Works Pro can edit the product data in the cl5200n series directly. also, it can manage multiple scales at the same time.
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